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Abstract: While online pornography’s unusual indexes may
look disorderly, in fact, they evidence the process by which
viewers and algorithms interact to arrange digital materials
stored in databases of amateur pornography. These arrangements take shape according to patterns of browsing that serve
as algorithmic data for the continuous process of organizing
sexual representations. Porn sites and search engines offer a
false impression of electronic metadata’s accessibility and expanse. Indexing requires discernible metadata in order to make
database retrieval effective. Images are available to viewers
through the negotiation of an elaborate schema in which categories of sexual desire are produced through the sequencing of
fixed subject positions always defined in relation to each other.
This essay will consider both sides of that organizational process. First, I will examine how the carnal aspects of browsing
pornography online create a conjoined relation between subject
and object in our embodied engagements with intermediating
technology. Second, I will explain how this carnal activity informs this arrangement, through algorithms, of online pornographic images. Doing so reveals that pornographic video hosting services are not merely repositories for content. Instead,
their visual and technical design highlights and privileges the
conjoined and dynamic relations between body, machine, and
representation.

Abstract: Shiyali Ramamrita Ranganathan (1892-1972) has been
called the father of the Indian library movement. He developed
the revolutionary Colon Classification (CC) from 1924 to 1928,
which was published in seven editions from 1933 to 1987. In
this article, the evolution of CC through its seven editions is
discussed. The unique features of CC are described, including
the work in idea, verbal, and notational planes. Tools for designing and evaluating a system are enshrined in his fifty-five canons, twenty-two principles, thirteen postulates, and ten devices
(Indian Statistical Institute 2012, 34-38). Semantic and syntactic
relations are enshrined in his order of main classes, Principles
of Helpful Sequence in arrays, the PMEST facet formula fitted
with rounds and levels of facets, and other principles, such as
the famous wall-picture principle for citation order of facets,
and numerous devices for improvising class numbers for nonexistent isolates and potential subjects. Briefly explained are
facet and phase analyses and number building with its notational base of seventy-four characters and symbols. The entry
concludes with a discussion of the extent of application of CC
in libraries, its contribution to the science of classification, and
a view of its future.
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Abstract: The enormous amount of information generated
every day and spread across the web is diversified in nature far
beyond human consumption. To overcome this difficulty, the
transformation of current unstructured information into a
structured form called a “Semantic Web” was proposed by Tim
Berners-Lee in 1989 to enable computers to understand and interpret the information they store. The aim of the semantic web
is the integration of heterogeneous and distributed data spread
across the web for knowledge discovery. The core of sematic
web technologies includes knowledge representation languages
RDF and OWL, ontology editors and reasoning tools, and ontology query languages such as SPARQL have also been discussed.

